Abstract: 'Local Binary Pattern' (LBP) 
Introduction
Local Binary Pattern (LBP), first proposed in Ojala, Pietikainen, and Maeenpaa (2002) [1] . it is one of the most widely used descriptors because of it works on different lighting conditions and also computational complexity is low. It is less sensitive to changes in illumination than many descriptors. LBP has been extensively studied by Ahonen, etal [5] , remote-sensing image analysis (Lucieer et al., 2005) [14] , and classification of biometrics (Nanni & Lumini, 2008a) [17] .
One of the main disadvantage of LBP is they are more sensitive to even a simple noise, this causes a change in LBP pattern. A LBP can generate 256 (0 to 255) different patterns. These patterns are grouped in to 59 uniform and 197 nonuniform LBP patterns. Many researchers have considered only uniform patterns for texture classifications due to their small numbers and claiming that most sof the textures are dominated by only uniform LBP's. An improvement suggested by Zhenhua Guo, Lei Zhang. [21] is to consider only the so-called -uniform‖ patterns i.e the operator. Therefore, merging all non-uniform patterns into one pattern (as done in the traditional LBP) or some limited patterns (as done in Hui Zhou et al., 2008 [7] ) do not describe the stochastic characteristics of texture efficiently. As a result, texture primitive information represented by these patterns is lost, especially when large neighborhoods are considered. This single pattern makes the uniform patterns sensitive to noise. A further improvement of this classical LBP operator [2, 13] is to make efficient use of non-uniform patterns in an appropriate way. To fulfill this purpose, all non-uniform patterns are classified into different subsets. It incorporates few nonuniform patterns with mostly uniform patterns in a feature vector. Combining few nonuniform patterns with a uniform patterns was shown in [2] to improve performance. Nonuniform patterns thus appear to contain useful information. However, the existing methods still suffer much from non-monotonic random noise, illumination variation.
Several attempts were made to use non-uniform patterns and overcome this limitation of the standard LBP (Heikkila et al., 2009 [6] ; Zhou et al., 2008 [7] ; Liao et al., 2009 [10] ). Heikkila et al. (2009) [6] and Liao etal (2007) [9] extracted rotation invariant non-uniform patterns. Zhou et al. (2008) [7] proposed an extended version of LBP operator (LBP extend ) which tried to use more than one bin for describing non-uniform patterns and to reduce the effect of noise. They used Hamming's distance to assign each LBP code (noisy code) to certain LBP codes (with minimum distance). Also Liao et al. (2009) [10] tried to extract the dominant (uniform and non-uniform) patterns (LBP dom ) which cover 80% of all the existing patterns in the input image as texture descriptor. They discarded the information on type of pattern to reduce the effect of noise. These extensions could solve this problem partially.
But after a careful, critical and significant study on the existing literature, the present study found that ULBP have some shortcomings: they discard some important texture information, suffer much from nonmonotonic illumination variation and do not describe the stochastic characteristics of texture efficiently and sensitive to noise. To overcome this, the present thesis defined ‗Semi Uniform LBP' (SULBP). To overcome the noise effect on LBP the present study derived ‗Local Directional Pattern' (LDP) using Kirsch mask. The proposed study derived ‗Semi Uniform patterns on LDP' (SULDP). The derived SULDP is an efficient image classification and analysis, which will have a significant role in image mining. The novelty of the proposed method is, the Haralick features are applied on the derived SULDP-CM, which has shown excellent classification results by reducing the overall dimension of the derived matrix dimension, thus reducing the overall complexity.
The paper is organized as follows. The basics of local binary pattern, uniform and Non-uniform patterns are discussed in section 2. In Section 3, contains proposed semi uniform LDP, experimental results and some discussions are in section 4. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks.
II. Local Binary Pattern and Uniform and Nonuniform Patterns
Local Binary Pattern (LBP): Given a central pixel in the image, a pattern number is computed by comparing its value with its neighborhood values as shown in given Equation (1).
where gray value g c corresponds to the gray value of the center pixel of the local neighborhood and g p (p= 0,1,...,P-1) correspond to the gray values of P equally spaced pixels on a circle of radius R (R>0) that form a circularly symmetric neighbor set. Suppose the coordinates of g c are (0, 0), then the coordinates of g p are given by (-Rsin(2Пp/P), Rcos(2Пp/P)). The gray value of neighbour points which do not fall exactly in the centre of a pixel is calculated by linear interpolation of the corresponding pixels. Figure1 shows an exemplary illustration for generation of LBP code.
Uniform and Non Uniform LBP:
An LBP generates a total of 256 patterns ranging from 0 to 255. Moreover, it is easy to realize that due to the way LBP numbers are created, they are very sensitive to noise: the slightest fluctuation above or below the value of the central pixel is treated the same way as a major contrast between the central pixel and its surroundings. Considering such a huge size of patterns for classification purpose is a very complex task and tedious process. To overcome this LBP patterns are divided in to uniform and non uniform patterns.
An important special case of LBP is the ‗Uniform LBP' (ULBP). A pattern is considered ‗uniform' (U) if the number of bit transactions between 0 and 1 is less than or equal to two. It was observed by Ojala et al. [15, 16] that certain patterns seem to be fundamental properties of texture, these patterns are called ‗‗uniform'' because they have at most two one-to-zero or zero-to-one transitions in the circular binary code defined in Equation (2) . That is, the larger the uniformity value U is, the more likely is that spatial transition occurs in the local pattern.
(2) For example, patterns 0 (bitwise 00000000) and 255 (bitwise 11111111) have a U value of 0 while patterns 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 (bitwise 00000001, 00000010, etc.) have a U value of 2 as there are exactly two 0/1 or 1/0 transitions in the bitwise representation. Similarly, patterns 00000011, 00000111, 00001111, 00011111, 00111111, 01111111 and other circularly rotated bitwise rotated versions have a U value of 2. Finally, patterns of (00000000, 00000001, 00000011, 00000111, 00001111, 00011111, 00111111, 01111111 11111111) and their circularly rotated versions of transformation invariant analysis have a U value of 2. These nine patterns correspond to P×(P-1)+3 distinct output values (i.e., 58 of 3×3 neighbourhood) of the 2 P un-rotated patterns that can occur in the 3×3 neighbourhood. An important observation was made by Ojala et al. [15] that in texture images, majority of LBP features can be categorized to be uniform. In practice, all the nonuniform patterns (U>2) are grouped under a ‗‗miscellaneous'' label, while each uniform LBP is cast into a unique histogram bin according to its decimal value. That is the total number of non uniform patterns are 256 -59 = 197. Non uniform patterns fall in to a large category of patterns. It was verified that only ‗‗uniform'' patterns are fundamental patterns of local image texture.
However, all the above patterns still have some shortcomings: they discard some important texture information, suffer much from non-monotonic illumination variation, do not describe the stochastic characteristics of texture efficiently and sensitive to noise. As a result of this texture primitive information represented by these patterns is lost.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, the present paper defined semi uniform LBP. While, the LBP pattern, 01010000 (4 transitions), 01110101 (6 transitions) are non-uniform ones. However, the existing LBP operators can't use the information of non-uniform patterns efficiently because they consist of more number of patterns. To overcome this, the present paper thought that prospective improvement is required for the efficient use of non-uniform patterns in an appropriate way.
III. Proposed Semi-Uniform Lbp (Sulbp)
The present study defined Semi-uniform LBP as those patterns of LBP with exactly four bitwise transitions (U=4). Further the proposed study derived the semi-uniform patterns are those patterns of LBP that will have at least two one's (such as 00100010 for P=8) and at most have P-2 one's (such as 11011101 for P=8).
Local Directional Pattern:
The present paper evaluates Semi uniform patterns on LDP instead of LBP for the following reasons.  LDP overcome sensitive to random noise and non-monotonic to illumination variation problems in LBP since edge response magnitude is more stable than pixel intensity.  LDP descriptor effectively uses the texture information contained in the Semi-LBP patterns, and then becomes more robust against noise.
The present paper derived LDP technique with ‗Kirsch Edge Response' (KER). The LDP is an eight bit binary code assigned to each pixel of an input image. The local descriptor LDP considers the edge response values in all different directions instead of surrounding neighboring pixel intensities like LBP. This provides more consistency in the presence of noise, and illumination changes, since edge response magnitude is more stable than pixel intensity. The LDP is based on LBP. The Kirsch masks in eight different orientations (M 0~M7 ) centered on its own position are given in Figure 2 . Figure 2 : Kirsch edge response masks (KERM) in eight directions.
The LDP is derived by applying the above Kirsch Edge Response Mask (KERM) from KERM 0 to KERM 7, on each 3×3 non overlapping window. The value obtained by applying the KERM 0 on a 3×3 mask determines the grey level pixel value at position g 0 . This grey level value is named as KER 0 value at position g 0. In the same way by applying the KERM 7 on the same 3×3 mask determine the grey level pixel value at position g 7 . That is by applying eight KERM from 0 to 7, eight KER 0:7 values are obtained and positioned at g 0:7 pixel locations respectively as shown in Figure 3 . Once the step by step process is completed, the Figure 6 gives the KER matrix. The Figure 6 is formed based on the step wise procedure of Figure 5 . From Figure 6 (c), the LDP code is obtained based on the Equation (3), which is given below. The LDP code is 11011000
Where, M k is the k th most significant directional response in order to generate the LDP. The values of |m j | are nothing but the top k values set them to 1, remaining (8-k) bits are set to 0 The advantage of LDP over LBP is explained with the following example. In the Figure 7 a small noise changes the LBP value drastically. But this noise effect is not sensed by LDP because of its KER gray level values. After addition of noise, the 5 th bit of LBP is changed from 1 to 0, thus LBP pattern changed from uniform to a non-uniform code. A small one bit error or a small noise may change uniform LBP into nonuniform LBP or vice versa. Since gradients are more stable than gray value, LDP pattern provides the same pattern value even in the presence of noise and non-monotonic illumination changes.
A histogram is generated to represent, analyze, and characterize texture images using LDP. So, after computing all the LDP code for every pixel (r,c) , the input image L of size M×N is represented by a LDP histogram H using Equation (4). The resultant histogram H is the LDP descriptor of that image.
where y is the LDP code value. This histogram forms the LDP feature vector, which characterizes image texture. A histogram is then constructed to collect the occurrences of uniform patterns and hence the LDP 3×3 histogram has 59 bins
IV. Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed SULDP method, experiments are conducted on two different datasets. The first dataset i.e., Dataset-1 is composed of 45 texture classes (one image for each class) from the OuTex library [22] . The second dataset, i.e., Dataset-2 is composed of 12 granite texture classes [4] . The overall dataset is composed of 48 images, 4 for each class.
The performance of the proposed SULDP is tested in the two datasets for classification of textures. (approximately 25% were used for training and 75% for testing). Setup 3: The training set considers of half of all sub images that are selected randomly (50% were used for training and 50% for testing). These experiments are repeated for each method with (P=8, R=1) and (P=16, R=2), and also with a combination of them. Table 1 shows the obtained results of these experiments. From the obtained results, the experiment Setup 1 did not result in good classification accuracies for the two datasets; all methods have accuracy less than 75%, because the number of samples for training the L 1 -norm classifier is too small. The experiment Setup 2 gave better classification accuracies than the experiment Setup 1, because it used more samples for training. However, there are many differences between the obtained classification performances of Setup 1 and Setup 2. Regardless of which experimental setup was used, the proposed method gave the best performance on the both datasets, and also better classification accuracy can be obtained only by combining the operators with enough training samples (it was greater than 95% for the OuTex dataset and Granite dataset in experiment Setup 3).
V. Comparison of the Proposed SULDP Method with other Existing Methods
The proposed SULDP is compared with [10] , [7] methods. Mean classification rates for the proposed SULDP and the other existing methods using K-NN classifier is shown in Table 2 which clearly indicates that the proposed SULDP outperforms the other existing methods with two different scales(S). 
VI. Conclusion
The LBP operator is a powerful texture descriptor for image analysis. This operator can extract statistical and structural texture features. The traditional uses only uniforms patterns and merge all nonuniform patterns into one class. The traditional LBP has two weak points: first, it cannot describe texture characteristics efficiently, because it concentrates only on the uniform patterns which are representing the regular components of texture. It merges all non-uniform patterns into one label and discards stochastic information of texture patterns. Therefore, the performance of the traditional LBP operator deteriorates, especially in analysis of the texture of natural images. Second is that it is sensitive to noise. When noise varies at least one pixel the label of patterns are changed. One way to avoid noisy patterns, the present study proposed a new concept called ‗Local Directional Pattern' (LDP) descriptor. LDP descriptor is more consistent in the presence of noise and illumination changes, since edge response magnitude is more stable than pixel intensity.
